### Basic Usage
- **Buttons**
  - Distance / Shot count data by club
  - Recent Precise Data

### Target Mode: Address player to choose desired target distance
- Choose desired distance for your between 110 yards (33 ft) and 180 yards (59 ft) increments.
- Using the SC300 device, press the Function button in your target mode (for 0.5 yd / 0.15 m steps) until the desired distance is shown.
- Using the SC300 remote, use Mode button to choose target distance and then the “+” button to pass the distance.

### SC300
- **Accuracy:** +/- 1.5 yd
- **Range:** 140 yd
- **Waterproof:** IPX4
- **Target Distance:** 180 yd
- **Advance:** 3 yd / 1 m
- **Lob:** 10 yd / 3 m
- **Club:** 2 yd / 3 m
- **Mash:** 5 yd / 15 m

### Bluetooth Connection
- **Carry / Total Distance:** Carry = Total Distance
- **Speed:** Ball Speed
- **Launch Angle:** Apex
- **Flight Data:** Launch Angle - Apex

### 1. Provides Metrics for Your Practice Session
- **Distance:** Total Distance
- **Speed:** Ball Speed
- **Launch Angle:** Apex

### 2. Personalized Golf Launch Monitor
- Connects with the Swing Caddie App to provide various statistical analysis and data.
- **Distance Output:** Enable
- **Launch Angle Calibration:** Automatic
- **Launch Angle:** Adjustable (left/center/right)
- **Target Mode:** For accurate distance exercise

### Warranty
- The above Limited Warranty is the only warranty given by Swing Caddie, Inc. or its authorized agents.

### App Key Features
- Distance / Shot count data by club
- Recent Precise Data
- Distance from current location
- Analysis of data for each specific session

### Spec Sheet
- **Frequency:** 2.4G Hz
- **Battery:** Li-ion 3.7V 1,000 mAh
- **Range:** 1000 ft (300 m)
- **Weight:** 5.5 oz (156 g)
- **Power Consumption:** Less than 1 W

### Battery Maintenance
- All batteries should be recharged before use.
- Do not recharge in excess of the battery charges.
- Charging times vary depending on battery type and condition.

### SC Setup Guide / FAQ
- **Battery:** Location of the battery
- **Power:** Power management settings

### SC Setup Guide / FAQ
- **Remote:** Location of the remote
- **Charge:** Battery charging instructions
- **Maintenance:** Battery maintenance instructions

### Note:
- **Warranty:** The warranty period is one year from the date of purchase.
- **Disclaimer:** Swing Caddie, Inc. is not responsible for any damages or losses caused by the use of this product.

### Swing Caddie Customer Service
- Swing Caddie Customer Service 877-285-2153 (U.S.)
- Website: www.swingcaddie.com